FIRST AID:
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage. IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL: 1-800-654-5911

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Trichloro-s-Triazinetrione ... 92.4% 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........7.6%
TOTAL: .................................. 100.0%
Available Chlorine... 84%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER
Contamination or improper use may cause fire or explosion or the release of toxic gases. Do not allow product to contact any foreign matter, including other water treatment products. If product is exposed to small amounts of water, it can react to cause explosion or the release of toxic gases. Do not mix this product with a small amount of water. Only add directly to your pool. Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns. May be fatal if inhaled. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. See back panel for precautionary statements.

Net Wt. 15 lbs. (6.8 kg)
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. READ ALL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS BEFORE USE.

SWIMMING POOLS
Why You Should Use This Product: When used as directed, this product is effective as a chlorine pool water sanitizer. These convenient and easy to use tablets are formulated to provide against chlorine loss in direct sunlight. They are designed to dissolve slowly providing a steady source of available chlorine for up to 1 week for complete swimming enjoyment in your pool.

For crystal clear pool water, follow our 4 step pool care program: Step 1: Test and adjust pool water balance. Step 2: Chlorinate and clarify. Step 3: Shock treat your pool at least once a week, and Step 4: Add algaecide regularly.

WATER BALANCE: To provide optimum product performance, swimmer comfort and crystal clear water; always maintain pH from 7.2 to 7.5, total alkalinity from 60 to 120 parts per million (ppm) and calcium hardness above 200 ppm. Test frequently using an HTH® test kit or test strips that measure all of the above ranges.

HOW TO CALCULATE POOL CAPACITY
SHAPE OF POOL (GAL. OF WATER)
(Dimensions in feet)

Rectangular
Average depth X average length X average width
Circular
Average diameter X average diameter X average depth
Oval with straight sides
Average depth X full length X full width
Irregular
Consult pool builder

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS: DANGER: Corrosive. Causes irreversible eye damage. Causes eye and skin burns. May be fatal if inhaled or ingested through skin. Harmful if swallowed. Inhaling to nose and throat.

• Open in a well-ventilated area. Avoid breaking dust and fumes.
• Do not get in eye, on skin or on clothing. Wear goggles and rubber gloves. For additional protection of skin, wear long sleeves and long pants.

• Wash hands after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.
• Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS:
DANGER: Strong oxidizing agent. This product can increase the concentration of oxidizing agents in a solution. Keep away from heat and fires (flammable and burning material). In case of exposure to small amounts of water, it can react to cause explosion or the release of toxic gases. Do not add water to this product. Add only into water.

• Do not allow to contact walls or drain before use.

Can react with other materials, including other water treatment products, to cause fire, explosion, and the release of toxic gases.

• Do not mix with other products or disperse before use.

• Do not use this product in a Fletcher or feeder that has been used with any other product. If used with a skimmer, make sure it is completely free of residue from other water treatment products before applying this product in a skimmer.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL:
Keep the product dry in its tightly closed container. When not in use, store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area. Keep away from heat or open flame. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Rinse empty container thoroughly with water to dissolve all material prior to disposal. Offer for recycling if available. If not, discard in trash. FOR DISPOSAL OF A CONTAMINATED OR DECAYING PRODUCT SEE "EMERGENCY HANDLING".

EMERGENCY HANDLING: In case of contamination or decomposition, do not reseal container. Isolate in open well-ventilated area. Read large volume of water. Cool unopened container in vicinity by water spray.

EPA REG. NO. 1259-127B
Superscript Used on Lot Number:
EPA EST. NO. 3528-MU-0-01 5A
EPA EST. NO. 0859-CT-01 5A
EPA EST. NO. 082289-PA-001 5A
EPA EST. NO. 082289-PA-001 5A
EPA EST. NO. 082289-TX-001 5A
EPA EST. NO. 082289-PA-001 5A
EPA EST. NO. 71050-CA0-001 5A
EPA EST. NO. 71050-CA0-001 5A

Sold by: Arch Chemicals, Inc.
PO. Box 724038
Atlanta, GA 30339-1038

http://www.hthpools.com

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY CALL: 1-800-654-8911

STOP!

HELPLINE: 866-HTH-POOL

Toll-Free

CALL 7 DAYS A WEEK WITH YOUR QUESTIONS CONCERNING POOL WATER CARE.
PRODUCT CODE C02
Heads or bottoms may be discolored. A distinct chemical odor may be present.

© 2008 by Arch Chemicals, Inc.